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You walk in on a Monday morning, bright and early, first in the office to 
get a strong start to the week. You turn on your desktop’s monitor, only 
to see Notepad open, and a weird message telling you to send an email 
to get the price for your data. Nothing else on the computer works. Same 
thing on everyone else’s computer. This is not good. 

Those responsible are prompt and friendly in their response. They only 
want some of those Bitcoins everyone was talking about for a while. 
Then you learn that Bitcoin demand equates to around 10 million dollars. 
Soon after that, customers started noticing outages in your service. But 
phones aren’t ringing with calls from the support center, because they’re 
also out of service. 

That sounds bad. Let’s try and avoid that. 
This scary story was a reality for the GPS and aviation tech company 
Garmin back in July. But while giants like Garmin may make it into the 
news, events like this happen all the time. Even if it hasn’t happened to 
your organization yet, your boss has certainly read about ransomware 
and doesn’t want it happening here at your company. And now that’s 
your problem. 

So, you run to the same place you do whenever you don’t know 
something these days—the Internet. Now you have a massive list of 
vendors offering the best approach to preventing a ransomware infection 



occurring at your organization! Just sign your entire annual budget away 
on this line here... 

Fear not, as now I’m going to tell you this one trick no one knows, which 
will absolutely, 100% prevent any possibility of a ransomware infection 
affecting your organization. 

You can’t. 

All you can do is prepare for the eventuality and be equipped to handle 
it. 

Anyone who tries to sell you a service, software, method, or tech that 
guarantees you won’t get ransomware is pushing snake oil. Just like 
specious offers to “Get rich quick” or “Lose fat instantly,” these solutions 
are often gimmicks promising an outcome that can only be obtained, and 
sustained, with consistent, focused effort over time. 

The effort to focus on here is not to try just to prevent a ransomware 
infection but prepare your organization in case you do get infected, 
through multiple layers of security, each reducing the risk and probability 
of ransomware. 

This layered approach to security is what we promise to explain over this 
multi-part series. No gimmicks, no magic, and no smoke and mirrors. 
We’ll explain what’s in the “secret sauce” and how an organization with 
an adequately staffed Information Technology/Security department can 
accomplish this, without any additional expenditures. 

“We need a penetration test” 
Let’s clear up one misconception. Many new clients looking to level up 
their security program often begin the conversation with a request for a 
“penetration test.” While this is a service we specialize in (and a personal 



favorite of mine to perform), I first ask what might seem like unrelated 
questions: “Has your organization ever had a business risk or 
compliance assessment? Why are you pursuing conducting a third-party 
penetration test? Does your organization have a vulnerability 
management program in place?” 

A penetration test, at least here at Lodestone, is a highly technical, time-
intensive assessment of your organization’s infrastructure, conducted by 
an experienced analyst, usually with the intention of compromising 
technology or data owned by the client. To mimic an attacker trying to 
get into a system or network, the analyst will often take the path of least 
resistance, resulting in an “inch wide, mile deep” look at your 
organization’s risk, potentially missing other critical issues that weren’t 
needed or relevant to the assessment. 

To act, you must be aware. That starts with a 
risk assessment. 
To be able to truly address the risks associated with your organization, 
you must first identify what and where those risks are, as well as how 
severe the consequences could be. The process of doing so is often 
referred to as a “risk assessment.” Risk assessments are usually based 
on some guideline or framework, which cover some or all of the 
expected risk factors and how they might be addressed. The size and 
complexity of these frameworks range greatly, but here are some 
popular ones: 

• Center for Internet Security (CIS) Top 20 

• National Institute of Standards and Technology Cybersecurity 
Framework (NIST CSF) 

• The Forrester Information Security Maturity Model 

Your organization may be in an industry required to adhere to some 
compliance or standards, and potentially audited on a regular basis. 



These compliance audits offer similar results to more standard risk 
assessment frameworks. Some of these regulated industries are as 
follows: 

• Healthcare organizations: Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

• Merchants processing customer credit cards: Payment Card Industry 
Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) 

• Government institutions: NIST 800-53/171 

• Federal/Military contractors: Cybersecurity Maturity Model 
Certification (CMMC) 

• Financial institutions: state laws such as the New York Department of 
Financial Services (NYDFS) Cybersecurity Regulation 

Various jurisdictions have data privacy laws requiring protection of data 
about their citizens, such as the European Union General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) or the California Consumer Privacy Act 
(CCPA). There are also general industry standards and best practices 
such as International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
27000/27001/27002. 

The only caution to be aware of here is that compliance requirements 
don’t always stay up to date with industry best practices. PCI DSS has 
password complexity requirements, for instance, but 7 character 
minimums and 90-day change policies were best practices maybe 
almost two decades ago. Many vendors have experienced a breach in 
PCI data despite being certified PCI-compliant. So just because your 
organization is “compliant,” it doesn’t necessarily mean your security 
standards are up to par. 

Obtaining most certifications usually requires you to retain a licensed or 
certified third party, which can be an expensive way to get a “no” and a 
report with a lot of red in it. The good news is that most of the standards 
and frameworks are available for free, or for a one-time fee. An 



experienced risk or technology officer will likely be able to conduct their 
own self-assessment before bringing in auditors, giving their 
organization an idea of what areas need to be addressed. 

So... what now? 
So you’ve gone through the assessment process, and your organization 
has a framework or rubric populated with its scores. There’s a lot more 
red than anyone expected. Leadership is breathing down your neck and 
expects results. What do you do from here? 

This is where we see our clients struggle the most: translating their 
assessed risk into actionable remediation efforts. The industry doesn’t 
help, with unstandardized definitions of common services. Does “firewall” 
mean an open-source tool with a simple set of rules about which ports 
are open, or is it a sophisticated appliance incorporating next-gen 
technology like machine learning algorithms? What you’re buying differs 
greatly depending on the vendor you’re talking to. 

Security is often broken up into three categories, People, Process, and 
Technology. The ideas of People and Process as they relate to security 
have been around for a long time and are well understood. It’s the 
Technology area we want to help shed some light on, and illuminate 
some of the more convoluted and ambiguous parts of securing it. In our 
own effort to simplify things, we’ve boiled the focus areas down to the 
following four categories: 

• Avoiding compromise. All ransomware infections start with an initial 
“compromise,” either through vulnerabilities that can be exploited from 
the internet or by human weaknesses that can be exploited through 
social engineering, such as phishing 

• Preventing exploitation. Using the compromised computer, the 
ransomware spreads through the organization, capitalizing on 
common vulnerabilities found on internal business networks. 



• Detecting anomalies. At some point, the organization figures out 
they’ve been infected with ransomware. Their defenses are triggered, 
their employees notice, or the attackers demand a ransom. 

• Responding to events. Preventing damage from ransomware has a 
direct correlation with how quickly and adequately an organization can 
respond to the infection event. 

Each category itself involves multiple disciplines of information security, 
all described in numerous books, write-ups, and publications. In 
subsequent posts of our How to Stop Ransomware series, we will 
provide you our distilled version of possible action items for remediation 
in each category, so stay tuned. 

Knowing how to remediate certain technical risks is specific, and not 
always straightforward. You’ve stepped up to the plate and learned what 
needed to be done, and you quickly figure out there’s more to be done 
than anyone has time for. So which actions do we pick to move forward 
with? 

Categorize risk and reward 

Risk assessments, vulnerability assessments, penetration tests, and so 
on all provide empirical, technical data of risks, and how severe these 
risks are in relation to the standard you’re using (legal/regulatory 
compliance, technical standards, or operation of infrastructure). What 
your organization needs is to assess the actual business risk of any 
findings. 

A ‘Critical’ technical vulnerability implies potential compromise of the 
target application or computer. But if your company doesn’t use that app 
or machine for business operations, and it doesn’t have internet access, 
then a technical vulnerability affecting it might not be the most critical 
business risk issue that needs to be addressed. 



To identify the apparent risk to your business, start asking questions like 
these: 

• Based on the risk assessment results, which of these areas is your 
organization weakest in? 

• Which risk categories are the most important to your organization? 

• What efforts would be most effective for your organization? 

There’s no perfect way to quantify risk to a business, though there are a 
number of different models already published, and how to choose one 
could be the subject of a dissertation. For this series of posts, the 
questions above should help you understand which risks are most 
meaningful for your organization. 

Identify resources 

What resources does your organization have available to accomplish 
these remediation efforts? How many individuals do you have dedicated 
to security? How many individuals do you have dedicated to IT? What 
technology/software do you already have that could address identified 
risks? How much of your IT/IS financial budget can be used to acquire 
additional human or tech capital? Does the effort require short-term 
contractors, or additional full-time hires for the long-term? 

Prioritize actions 

Based on your resources, what can you accomplish in the next week, 
month, quarter, year? You’ll want to plan out timelines with expected 
deliverables and dates that make sense for the resources you have 
available, and disseminate these to leadership and peers. IT/IS is often 
the practice of making things not happen, so you need to be loud about 
any tangible successes or improvements that happen. 

Make sure to call out and prepare for anything that will affect day-to-day 
operations of the organization, as well as anything that could cause 



potential delays or bottlenecks. I can promise you at least one “fire” will 
pop up and delay things, if not more. Prepare everyone for those 
eventualities as well. 

Get going! 

Now’s the time to get the ball rolling! Once you’ve gotten approval from 
management, the risks need to be remediated. Make sure to keep 
checking in on the contributors, and stakeholders, to keep everyone in 
sync about expectations and timelines. Delays should be expected, and 
not hidden. New fires will always pop up, and the best thing you can do 
is communicate that they have. 

In our next post, Avoiding Compromise 
While it may be impossible to stop ransomware entirely, as we said at 
the outset the best way to secure an organization against ransomware is 
multiple layers of protection, and that starts with the effort to prevent 
compromise in the first place. Even though in the end complete 
prevention is a futile effort, you will reduce a large amount of risk by 
attempting prevention. 

 
Additional resources 
For more on the pre-breach services offered by Lodestone, including risk 
assessments and their ransomware hardening assessment, see Pre-
breach Services. 

 
Conor Walsh is Chief Scientist at Lodestone Security. A computer 
scientist with a background as a system administrator, Conor has spent 
the past decade securing systems in the education, FinTech, and digital 
gaming industries. His strongest skills are focused around application 

https://beazleybreachsolutions.com/usa/pre-breach_services.html
https://beazleybreachsolutions.com/usa/pre-breach_services.html


security, finding and remediating issues all across the stack by bashing, 
breaking, fuzzing, injecting and reversing everything from obfuscated 
binaries to massive network-based applications. He has performed code 
analysis across a myriad of frameworks, led the charge on department-
wide remediation efforts, and educated engineers and developers on 
secure coding practices. 

Lodestone is a wholly owned subsidiary of Beazley plc and does not 
provide insurance services. Beazley does not share insured-specific 
information with Lodestone. Information you provide to Lodestone and 
any engagement findings are shared only between your organization 
and Lodestone. 
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